
Ready to Supercharge
Your Business?

Generate More Lead
Conversions With Landing
Page Design Package

STORYTELLERS HELPING YOU TELL YOURS

These days, it is quintessential to have an effective
online presence to reach the target audience.
Landing pages are designed keeping your marketing
and advertising campaign in mind, the Call to Action
(CTA) are placed properly. We have an experienced
team of web designers to deliver the best and
provide limited revisions, and only the perfect
website goes live.

Data-Driven Approach = More Conversions

Best-In-Class Design
You are in the hands of the
experts. Our experts have
created beautiful landing

page designs built for
conversion.

Responsive Design
All our landing page designs
will not only look great but

will function on all browsers
across all devices.

Great Imagery
We’ll only use photos which

don’t look and feel like
cheesy stock photography. If
you have a brand guideline,
we will adhere to it strictly.

A/B Testing
Every landing page is

different and every test is
different. We always

recommend A/B testing
based on quantitative and

qualitative data.

Form Integrations
We’ll integrate contact form

embed codes to connect
form submissions to your
existing marketing app or
CRM. Client must provide

embed code.

Thank you Pages
Your landing page comes
along with a unique thank

you page. Custom thank you
pages reinforce trust + its a
place we put all your pixel

code.
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One-Time Build Fee
Hosting & Maintenance

Click-to-call button
Digital appointment scheduler

Ability to store the coupon in a digital
wallet

Text button 

STARTER
 

 

One-Time Build Fee
Hosting & Maintenance

Up to 5,000 monthly emails
Click-to-call button

Digital appointment scheduler
Ability to store the coupon in a digital

wallet
Text button 

GROWTH
 

 

One-Time Build Fee
Hosting & Maintenance

Up to 5,000 monthly emails
30k Targeted Impressions

Click-to-call button
Digital appointment scheduler

Ability to store the coupon in a digital
wallet

Text button 

SCALE

Conversion Landing Page Plans
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A licensed installation of the WP theme.
Installation of a blank WP theme in case you want
to add any custom development to your website in
the future.
Update all color schemes to match your colors
Add your logo, images, and content to the landing
page
Transfer to your hosting provider if you are not
using our own hosting services

Our packages include a prebuilt template of your
choice. Once you have paid for the package and
provided the content, we will begin work on your
website.

This service includes:

Landing Page
Packages


